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So many people have allergies to the processed food that are out there on the market. In this
book, Kris Mazy, mom of 5 kids (1 autistic and 1 with severe allergies to dyes) shows simple
recipes that you can make in your kitchen that are dye-free and 100% from scratch, many of
which are like grabbing a “box-mix” from the grocery store.Kris has been spending the last 7
years researching and creating recipes to help improve the health and well-being of her children.
It was a learning process for this family when they discovered that one of their children was
deathly allergic to red-dyes in foods and other products.These convenience mixes and made
from scratch recipes help the average mom spend more time with their kids and offers effortless
recipes that let you as a parent know exactly what your child is eating without all of the dyes and
preservatives in store-bought boxed foods.Find fast and easy mix recipes including breakfast
items, cakes and cookies, “quick mix”, puddings, seasonings, soups and more in “A Kitchen Full
of Mixes.”Table of contents:Strawberry & Cream Instant OatmealMaple & Brown Sugar Instant
OatmealPeaches & Cream Instant OatmealBasic GranolaPancake and Waffle MixDirections for
pancakes:Directions for Waffles:Quick mixBasic Quick MixBasic Rolled BiscuitsBasic Drop
BiscuitsCoffee CakeJam-filled Danish DropsSouthwest Egg BakeZucchini BitesChicken Pot
PieLemon BarsBaking mixesYellow Cake MixDump CakeSugar Cookie MixPeanut Butter
CookiesSnicker Doodle CookiesChocolate Chip Cookie MixChocolate Cake MixDirections for
use cake mix for chocolate cookiesBrownie MixMuffin MixGingerbread MixGingerbread
CookiesCornbread MixTortilla MixPuddingsVanilla Pudding MixChocolate Pudding
MixChocolate Cream PieButterscotch Pudding MixDips, Dressings & SaucesRanch MixRanch
DressingRanch DipCaesar Salad Dressing MixWhite SauceMushroom SauceAlfredo
SauceItalian Dressing MixItalian DressingSoupsCorn Potato Chowder MixVegetable Soup
MixSpinach DipTortilla Soup MixPotato Soup MixOnion Soup MixOnion DipSeasoningsLemon
Pepper SeasoningTaco SeasoningItalian SeasoningCaribbean SeasoningRice Seasoning
MixSeasoned RiceMontreal Steak SeasoningPumpkin Pie Seasoning MixEverything
ElseStuffing MixCroutonsHot Chocolate MixVanilla Chai Tea MixMint TeaApple Cider Mix



A Kitchen Full of Mixes Creating 50 of Your Own Dye-Free Mixes From Scratchalong with
simple recipes to make with them. By Kris Mazy This book may not be reproduced in whole or
in part, in any form or by any means, electric or mechanical, including photocopying, recording
or by any information storage and retrieval system now known or hereafter invented, without
written permission from the publisher First KindleOriginal Edition, 2012Copyright © 2012 Kris
Mazyinfo@cookingwithmazy.comChino Valley, AZAll rights reserved This book was not
prepared, approved, licensed or endorsed by any of the owners of the trademarks or brand
names referred to in this book. Terms mentioned that are know of believed to be trademarks or
service marks have been indicated as such.The publisher and author make no representations
or warranties with respect to the accuracy of completeness of the contents of this work and
specifically disclaim all warranties, including without limitation warranties of fitness for a
particular purpose.No Warranty may be created or extended or implied by sales or promotional
materials. Neither the publisher nor the author shall be liable for damages arising here from.Any
references to various brand name products and services are for information purposes only, and
are not intended to suggest endorsement or sponsorship of the author or
publisher. Dedication This book is dedicated to my Shelbyfor her love of being in the
kitchenand all of her hard work as the oldest kid in the house.IntroductionThere are so many
different convenience foods out there. You can just swing by the market and pick up a box of this
or a bag of that and open it right there. We had always done just that. Then, the unthinkable
happened in our family. It was spring of 2005 and Elwyn, our 3rd child, was about 16 months old.
It was Easter Sunday and like many Americans we were celebrating Easter with our family. The
kids had Easter baskets from Nana and Poppie, my parents. The baskets included chocolate
bunnies and Christian crosses and well, my ultimate favorite, jelly beans; items that many
families include in their Easter celebration. Those little bits of sugary delight however, proved to
be a hospital trip for my little one. This was the first trip of many over the years! We discovered
that Elwyn was deathly allergic to red dyes. Our little El got hives and her throat swelled to the
point that she couldn’t breathe. Red dyes (and yellow and blue) are unfortunately in so many
processed and prepackaged foods. At first they seemed to be in everything that you could buy at
the store. After the discovery that Elwyn was deathly allergic to the dyes that are in foods and
other products, we as a family had a serious eye-opening experience on what we had to do to
make our lives a little less scary and keep her healthy and safe. That was the beginning of our
family journey that has led us to all of our cookbooks. We as a family believe that we need to
revisit what we have and who we are and go back to the basics. Cooking was the first step in this
journey for us. Processed foods are a no-no in our house now. As we continue to research, we
discover that there are many other families in the same boat as we are, trying desperately to
determine what they can feed their children who like our Elwyn cannot ever have the
convenience that many children do have. Now, she has had the opportunity to have many of
those foods because we have tested how to make them for her and our other children. Our kids
are very active in helping cook and canning foods in our household and always are eager taste-



testers. Today as the mom of 5, I look back and really see what I have accomplished through
learning to cook everything from scratch and knowing exactly what I put in my kids’ bodies. I feel
that I have become a super-mom in the process. Take a few minutes to discover what your
potential is inside your kitchen and try to bring your family back to good wholesome foods that
you can prepare in advance with these mixes.Table of Contents               
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MeasurementsACKNOWLEDGMENTSAbout the Author BreakfastsConvenient instant
oatmeal, pancake and waffle mixes. The oatmeal is perfect for your little chef before
school. Strawberry & Cream Instant OatmealMaple and Brown Sugar Instant OatmealPeaches
and Cream Instant OatmealBasic GranolaPancake and Waffle Mix and variants for your
breakfasts Check out the Quick Mix chapter for a few additional breakfast items including
Biscuits, Coffee Cake and a Southwest Egg Bake!!
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Reads A Lot, “Excellent Recipes. Kris has done it with a hard-to-beat cookbook. While some of
the recipes take a bit of shopping (who keeps powdered milk at home!?) the recipes are a hit. It's
clear that she's tested them all; when I tried to "improve" one and take out ingredients (powdered
milk) it didn't work at all. Put in ALL the ingredients and follow the directions: ta-da! A great mix.I
personally do the breakfast mixes for backpacking. Add hot water and go!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Kitchen mixes. Excellent, practical recipes, especially for a busy family. I
have always had a few homemade mixes, but now I know how to easily expand my pantry.”

Foubert Family, “Awesome ideas for people with allergies. I love the ideas and recipes in this
book! My children can't get enough of the instant oatmeal in the morning before school! We
served the ranch dip during Thanksgiving using the ranch mix in the book and made a peach
dump cake. Everyone loved it!I have never seen a recipe book before that had all the mixes from
scratch that were so easy. We have a family member that is allergic to food dyes and this makes
baking for them much easier. I don't have to read labels knowing everything going into the mixes
are everyday ingredients out of my kitchen.Looking forward to future books by Kris Mazy!”

Sbloomfield, “Great Mom. I have known Kris for several years intermingling with scrapbooking,
scouts and facebooking. She is a great mom with a great family. She is always going the extra
mile to support her family. I would recommend this book to everyone out there. She has taken
the back to basics approach to cooking again. In today's society we have lived in hectic
lifestyles; always reaching for a quick "grab and go approach" to cooking in our fast paced lives.
It is refreshing to see a mother with a busy family of 5 to still use the healthy and original way of
cooking for her family.”

The book by Kris Mazy has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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